MILITARY F-35 LIGHTNING II

“W

ith over 270 fielded
aircraft operating
from 13 sites within
the United States
and abroad, F-35
warfighters are beginning to experience
the true game-changing capabilities the
F-35 brings to bear, as well as identifying
challenges that need to be addressed.” This
came from Vice-Admiral Mathias Winter,
Program Executive Officer for the F-35 Joint
Program Office, testifying before the House
Armed Services Committee on March 7.
Accompanied by representatives of the US
services, Admiral Winter set out the F-35’s
achievements and challenges.

Growing international
participation
By the end of 2017, seven of the 11
international partners and foreign military sale

(FMS) customers for the F-35 had received
aircraft. One, Israel, had declared that it had
achieved initial operational capability (IOC).
Norway’s F-35As started to arrive at their main
operating base in November 2017, the second
country to bring them home.
International development
activities are ramping up. Norway is
testing its F-35 drag chute system,
which has also been ordered by the
Netherlands. Norway is preparing for
F-35 integration of the Kongsberg
Defence Systems – Raytheon Joint
Strike Missile, an anti-ship weapon that
has attracted interest from other F-35
partners, most notably Australia.
Admiral Winter’s testimony highlighted
international F-35 accomplishments: “Italy
received its first F-35B aircraft in December,
which was assembled at the Italian Final
Assembly and Check-Out [FACO] facility at

Cameri. In January 2018, this aircraft completed
a transatlantic flight and arrived at Naval Air
Station Patuxent River Maryland. The first
Japanese aircraft from the Japanese FACO in
Nagoya was completed in October. In February,
Japan held a first aircraft arrival celebration at its
main operating base at Misawa.”
Winter also said in his testimony that
additional orders appear likely in 2018.
Finland, Switzerland, Greece and Romania
have all requested information on the F-35
programme, and Poland and Spain are also
interested in the F-35. Canada, one of the
programme’s founding international partners,
is once again evaluating the F-35, after
cancelling an order for Boeing F/A-18E/F
Super Hornets.
Each of these potential customers has a
longstanding requirement for a new fighter.
Finland (where the F-35 is one of five designs
on the current short list) and Switzerland

Two US Air Force F-35A Lightning IIs,
assigned to the 4th Fighter Squadron
from Hill Air Force Base, Utah, conduct
flight training operations over the Utah
Test and Training Range. SSgt Andrew
Lee/US Air Force
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(where the objective is for deliveries to start
in 2023) are looking at replacements for
their current F/A-18 Hornets. While Greece is
planning to rely on upgraded F-16V fighters
until the 2030 timeframe, the Ministry of
Defence is thinking about of a squadronsized F-35 procurement in the 2020s to
pave the way for buying late-production
F-35s as replacements for the F-16V.
Greece’s Hellenic Aerospace Industries, with
experience working with Lockheed Martin
on maintenance, repair and overhauls, is
potentially a good fit for the F-35 sustainment
enterprise. Poland (looking at a 32 F-35A
procurement to equip two squadrons, with
deliveries starting in 2025) and Romania
(using its new F-16 squadron as an interim
capability) want fighters compatible with
those used with other NATO allies. Potential
participation in the programme by the
respective aerospace industries would be a

strong point. Spain, which needs replacement
fighters starting around 2025, is interested in
45-50 F-35As (as an Ejercito del Aire EF-18M
Hornet replacement) and 12-15 F-35Bs (as an
Armada AV-8B Harrier replacement). Spain
has already had discussions with Italy on the
potential for cooperation.
Belgium is a likely F-35A international
customer after bids for its new fighter were
submitted in February. In January, the US
Department of State pre-approved the sale of
34 F-35As (plus four spare engines) for $6.5
billion.
Singapore, part of the F-35 programme
as a security cooperation participant since
2003, is expected to place a small initial order
in 2020. Orders are expected to increase to
allow replacement of upgraded F-16s around
2030. Reportedly, discussions with the United
States have been held to enable these F-35s
to follow the pattern of Singapore’s F-15SG

Eagles, with a squadron based in the United
States for training until fully operational.
Turkey is preparing to receive its first F-35A
delivery in 2019; it held a design review for
its first major operating base, at Malatya, in
February 2017. Turkey is also interested in
a potential F-35B procurement, enabling
shipboard operations.

Germany and the F-35A: a
preferred option
The Luftwaffe has been interested in the
F-35A for some time. Speaking at a briefing
in Washington DC in May 2017, Chief of
Luftwaffe Forces Command Lieutenant
General Helmut Schutz said: “The F-35
would be a currently available system that
could meet our needs. The Luftwaffe is very
much in favour of this approach. We are
interested in what the projected capabilities
of the F-35 are.”
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Lieutenant General Karl Muellner, Chief of
the Luftwaffe, speaking in Berlin in November
2017, stated the F-35 was the “preferred
choice” on a short list said to include Boeing’s
F-15S Eagle and F/A-18F Super Hornet and
the Dassault Rafale. The F-35A is being
considered to replace Germany’s remaining
35 Tornado aircraft operating in the strike role
initially, enabling them to be retired during the
2025–2030 timeframe. The F-35A would then
replace the remaining 50 Tornados. General
Muellner identified the F-35A as enabling
three German objectives for a Tornado
replacement: it satisfies military requirements;
it strengthens NATO commonality; and it
would help to balance trade surpluses with
the United States.
However, in December 2017, the
German Ministry of Defence stated that
additional new-production Eurofighter
Typhoon deliveries to the Luftwaffe had
been scheduled to be completed in 2018
and would replace Tornados from 2025.
On February 28, the Ministry of Defence
said it would prioritise a European solution.
The decision on a Tornado replacement is
currently planned to take place in 2018.
Replacing strike Tornados with a nonnuclear-capable aircraft would effectively
mean Germany relinquishing its NATO nuclear
mission. The Typhoon is not certified to carry
the US B61 nuclear weapon that can arm
the Luftwaffe’s strike Tornados as a dual-key
forward-based nuclear system. The F-35A
is scheduled to become nuclear certified in
2024. Certifying the Typhoon – which, unlike
the F-35A, was not designed to be nuclearcapable from the outset – would be a costly
and lengthy process.
German F-35A procurement would also
have to address the industrial participation
issue. It would be a challenge to carve out a
commensurate share for German industry in
the programme.

Israel and the F-35A: on course
for three squadrons
In the near term, Israel is focusing on
expanding the capabilities of its F-35A Adirs
already in service. A US FMS contract to

bring Israeli’s F-35As mission software from
the current interim Block 3i standard to a
fully operational Block 3F+ baseline was
announced on February 2. The $148 million
contract will provide Israeli F-35As with the
capability of the Block 3F software, plus the
capability to use a number of Israeli-specific
weapons, communications and electronic
warfare systems. Israel’s industrial participation
in the F-35 program is increasing, with Israel
Aircraft Industries producing 40 wing sets a
year.
Israel’s 140 ‘Golden Eagles’ Squadron is
declared with IOC at Nevatim Air Base in the
Negev desert. A second squadron will join
them. Israel’s third squadron will be based
at an undisclosed location. Israel’s proposed
acquisition of a fourth 15-aircraft squadron
equipped with F-35As would expand its orders
from 50 (to be delivered by 2024). Some in
the Israeli military have argued for postponing
delivery of F-35s and instead procuring a
squadron of new-production F-15S-series
Eagles, equipped with Israeli-designed
weapons and systems, to increase long-range
strike capabilities.

Communication Specialist 1st Class
Josue Escobosa/US Navy

Getting to Block 4 by C2D2
Also on March 7, Winter said: “Block 3F is
our foundational element.” He was referring
to the mission system software that enables
the F-35’s full operational capability and is
now entering into service, either retrofitted
to current aircraft (such as the 12 F-35As
deployed to Kadena Air Base on Okinawa)
or installed at the factory on the F-35s from
low-rate initial production (LRIP) Lots 9 and
10. At Hill Air Force Base, Utah, where the US
Air Force’s first operational F-35As are based.
At the hearing on March 7, Lieutenant General
Jerry Harris, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for
Plans, Programs and Requirements, said for
Hill’s pilots and technicians: “Block 3F version
is the aircraft they were promised. To them, it
rocks!”
What comes after Block 3F is Block 4,
mission system software that will enable
a wide range of upgrades to the F-35’s
performance. Block 4 software is currently
being flight-tested at Edwards Air Force Base,

A US Marine Corps F-35B Lightning II aircraft with Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 121 (VMFA-121) touches
down on the amphibious assault ship USS Wasp (LHD 1), marking the first time the aircraft has deployed
aboard a US Navy ship and with a Marine Expeditionary Unit, in this case the Okinawa-based 31st Marine
Expeditionary Unit, in the Indo-Pacific. Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Michael Molina/US Navy
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Sailors prepare an F-35C
Lightning II, from Strike Fighter
Squadron 101 (VFA-101) ‘Grim
Reapers’, to launch on the flight
deck of the aircraft carrier USS
Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72). Mass

California. The F-35 will evolve from using
Block 3F to Block 4 software through a new
process. Continuous capability development
and delivery, dubbed C2D2, will succeed the
System Development and Demonstration
(SDD) phase, scheduled to end for the F-35B
in March and the F-35C in May.
The C2D2 process, Winter said, “reflects
industry best practices” and aims to
provide upgrades and improvements on an
accelerated and responsive schedule.
The C2D2 and Block 4 are answers to the
broad – and expensive – requirements for
upgrading the F-35. The Block 4 programme
will consist of four increments:
4.1 to cure deficiencies in the Block 3
software
4.2 to address deficiencies in hardware
4.3 and 4.4 to provide respectively the
additional software and hardware capabilities
set out in the Block 4 requirements document
approved by the Joint Requirements
Oversight Council of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
in 2017.
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Winter said: “The current cost estimate
– to 2024, two years more than the FYDP
[five-year Future Years Defense Plan] – is
$10.9 billion in development costs for all
eight elements [of the F-35 programme]. This
includes its Autonomic Logistics Information
System (ALIS), which has proved more difficult
to use than anticipated.
Other support systems requiring upgrades
– included in these estimates, though
normally not part of the cost of an aircraft
programme – include mission data files,
threat databases, the mission planning
system, simulators and training capabilities
and reprogramming laboratories. According
to Winter, these costs will be split: $3.7 billion
of the $10.9 billion by international partners,
$7.2 billion over seven years for the United
States. He said this was a level of spending on
par with other post development spending
ratios. A further $5.4 billion in US procurement
funding will be required to put upgrades on
operational F-35s.

Testing
The completion of the 11-year SDD test flying
programme was scheduled to occur in March
2018, some six years later than originally
planned. The Block 3 testing programme
completed a total of 5,266 flight test points
in 2017. Only 20 flight test points remained as
of early March. All three F-35 versions have
gone through static durability testing for an
8,000-flight hour service life.
Initial operational testing and evaluation
(IOT&E) will start in autumn 2018 and the F-35
JPO is preparing for IOT&E by ensuring flight
envelope and weapons integration clearances
are ready. Pre-IOT&E testing included a
January–February 2018 deployment involving
two F-35As, two F-35Bs and two F-35Cs to
Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska, which flew a
series of missions, including alert launches,
in Arctic conditions. The next phase of preIOT&E testing will take this summer. F-35s will
fly close air support, strike coordination and
reconnaissance, and forward air controller
(airborne) missions, including weapons

delivery, when F-35Bs and F-35Cs will operate
from carriers.

Sustainment costs
Winter said: “We are fully aware that current
estimated F-35 sustainment costs are too
high,” adding that the JPO was “tackling these
challenges head-on”, with the ultimate goal of
a “30% – across the life cycle – reduction.”
Testifying on March 7, US Marine Corps
Deputy Commandant for Aviation, Lieutenant
General Steven Rudder said: “The cost to
own and operate is the programme’s greatest
challenge.”
In his testimony, General Rudder
expressed concern of what the F-35B
imposes on the Marines, “an increase in
operating costs over our aging F/A-18s
and AV-8Bs; this is by far our greatest
programmatic challenge”.
Speaking at the same hearing, Rear Admiral
Scott Conn, the Navy’s Director of Air Warfare,
said: “We have to drive down costs to make
the F-35 more operationally affordable.”
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F-35B BF-03 on a flutter and buffet test mission from Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland on February
1, 2018, its 691st flight. The aircraft is loaded with 1,000lb GBU-32 and 2,000lb GBU-31 Joint Direct Attack
Munitions and AIM-9X Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. Dane Wiedmann

Harris made it unanimous, “If we can’t
reduce the projected overall costs for this very
capable platform, we simply won’t be able to
afford the current planned buy.”
To understand what is driving sustainment
costs, Winter said, the JPO is participating
in a “multi-agency costing deep-dive” study
that over six months will look at the top 100
suppliers that between them provide some 85%
of the cost of an F-35. The “deep dive” will “build

a knowledge base to enable us to understand
what it costs and what drives the cost”. Winter
admitted that, in the past, the JPO “did not give
sustainment the same level of scrutiny as it
needed; we are giving it this scrutiny now”.
Rudder pointed out that the current
high sustainment costs reflect start-up
expenditures for the global F-35 sustainment
enterprise, including “appropriate
infrastructure to support flight operations, but

F-35 Lightning IIs from the developmental test and operational test squadrons on the
end of runway ramp at Edwards Air Force Base, California. Darin Russell/Lockheed Martin
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also the initial procurement of everything that
supports the F-35”. Winter described other
non-recurring costs. The number of US repair
depots is increasing from 28 to 60 – they
are already handling repairs for the airframe
structure and the engine – and there are more
than 3,000 subsystems for which there are a
backlog of spare parts. Harris said part of the
reason was: “We were late in standing up our
depots to actually turn and fix those parts.”
Other reductions in sustainment costs will
come as the services’ take over an increasing
part of the mission from contractors. Winter
said that 68 F-35 subsystems are transitioning
from contractor to service-run depot
maintenance, allowing industrial partners to
concentrate on new production and spares.
Upgrades to the ALIS – its version 3.0 is
entering service this year – have the potential
to reduce costs in the future, even though,
as Congressman Mike Turner (Republican of
Ohio) said at the March 7 hearing, it currently
“still does not meet contractual capabilities”.
Sustainment costs remain a major challenge
for the F-35 programme. It is a stealth design,
and while it is less expensive to operate than
earlier stealth fighters such as the Lockheed
Martin F-22 Raptor, it adds significantly to
its sustainment costs. Potential international
customers may be willing to buy F-35As with
a flyaway price comparable to that of other
new-production fighters available on the
international market, projected to be $80
million–$85 million by FY2020.
However, a cost per flight hour of $50,000
for the F-35A – General Harris’ figure –
compared to $22,000 to $24,000 for an F-16
might well give a potential customer pause.
Even if Admiral Winter is able to apply his goal
of a 30% reduction directly to these per-hour
costs, the F-35 will be more expensive to
operate than its predecessors. The fact that
even the United States – with more resources
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than any other country – is finding F-35
sustainment costs unacceptable will certainly
be a consideration, if not a necessity, either
to delay procurement until these issues have
been addressed, or turn to a competitor.

Availability
The high cost of F-35 sustainment is not
currently producing a commensurate rate of
availability, in part because of issues with the
ALIS (which has led to parts being removed
from aircraft unnecessarily), limitations in
service repair capabilities and chronic spare
parts shortages, exacerbated by the differences
between the aircraft produced in the different
LRIP production lots. Winter’s objective is
“increasing availability by 20% on average”, over
current levels, while “Lot 9 to 11 aircraft have
much more reliable subsystems, in the 65-70%
range, where Lot 2 to 5 aircraft have 40–50%
availability due to failing subsystems where we
do not have the spare parts to repair them”.
Rudder said that, for the Marines’ F-35Bs,
availability: “For Lot 6 and below aircraft, the
majority in training squadrons, is below the
50% level. For Lot 7 and above, Lot 9 and
above, it is in the mid-50s, close to 60. For

the Iwakuni-based squadron, with long lines
of supply, it is mid 50%. At [Marine Corps Air
Station] Yuma [Arizona], up at 90% on a good
day, upper level is 60%.” Admiral Conn said
the Navy is currently flying 21 F-35Cs, most
based at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, with an
availability of about 50%. Harris said the Air
Force has “130 F-35As, 100 are [configured
for] Block 2B and older software. Their
availability is in the low 40s. It is 60–70% for
newer aircraft, above 70% on Okinawa.”
If the United States is currently unable to
keep its F-35s operationally available, it may
prove difficult for those countries more distant
from the factories and with smaller operations
and maintenance budgets.

Production
Winter said: “Production costs are coming
down, encouraged [by], but not satisfied” with
the 6% reduction in flyaway price, down to
$94 million in LRIP Lot 10 F-35As. There will
be no move this year to further reduced unit
costs by accelerating F-35 production. Winter
identified FY2021 as the earliest that the
United States could realistically start a multiyear procurement programme for the F-35,

an acquisition approach that has saved money
with the procurement of mature aircraft
designs such as the F/A-18 Super Hornet.
Commander Air Combat Command
General Mike Holmes, speaking at the Air
Force Association’s Air Warfare Symposium
in Orlando, Florida, on February 22, set out
the rationale for the US Air Force decision to
procure 48 F-35As in FY2019, rather than take
advantage of what may prove to be a limited
window of increased funding to accelerate
production to 50-60. He said: “We want to
increase the buy rate, but we want to increase
it when all these things we need to have on
the airplane are ready at the same time.”
Maintaining the planned rate – 48 F-35As in
FY2020 and 54 in each of the three subsequent
years before increasing to the planned sustained
rate of 60 per year – would reduce the number
of aircraft that would need to be modified.
Harris said: “Accelerating the procurement
rate prior to the development of Block 4 adds
overall cost to the programme. If we were to
procure at higher than planned rates . . . the
Air Force would have to retrofit aircraft already
delivered to the fleet with Block 4 hardware
and software modifications.” AI

“Warfighters are beginning to experience the true gamechanging capabilities the F-35 brings to bear, as well as
identifying challenges that need to be addressed.”
F-35 Program Executive Officer, Vice Admiral Mathias Winter
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